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‘’

being involved
with the engage
awards has
certainly been
good for my
mental health
and well-being
Gregor Henderson Director
National Programme for Improving
Mental Health and Well-being
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Arts, mental health and well-being
Getting the green light in Scotland?
In Scotland, a special set of circumstances is raising our awareness of mental
health and of the positive impact of the arts on mental well-being. With a number
of Scottish Executive initiatives bringing mental health issues to prominence on
the public agenda, Scotland is ready to go: the lights are amber…
When you read about the projects in this publication, examine the supportive
words offered by Scotland’s Minister for Tourism, Culture and Sport and Deputy
Minister for Health and Community Care, and consider the resources being
committed to the National Programme for Improving Mental Health and Wellbeing, you will perceive that mental health and well-being are being increasingly
regarded in socio-cultural as well medical and clinical terms. Social care,
education, employment and health agencies are recognised as being contributors
to individual and community well-being. And many agencies are recognising the
arts as an important tool for delivering improved mental health for Scots. Healthpromoting aims which underpin mental health strategies in Scotland are being
recognised across sectors. They go hand-in-hand with the social and
developmental aims of community and collaborative arts projects. Our sense of
connectedness with our communities, our vitality, our freedom to do things we
enjoy, developing our confidence and skills, having good social relationships and
being creative are all experiences that contribute to our mental well-being. And
they are experiences which involvement in visual arts projects can promote.
This publication helps the arts and mental health communities articulate the
cross-cutting benefits of the arts to mental health and well-being to new
audiences. The winning projects give a taste of the variety of ways in which the
arts can send messages, draw attention, make statements, change attitudes
and behaviours…and stop traffic! Sometimes that traffic is a constant flow of
common assumptions and misunderstandings. For example, stereotyped notions
of people experiencing mental health problems. The Awards offer an arena for
fresh viewpoints: projects challenge misguided stereotypes and deliver informed
perspectives on people experiencing mental health difficulties: perspectives
which embrace articulate, strong, insightful, intelligent, artful, creative
communicators.
Good art will always challenge us. It takes risks, goes beyond what we imagine
things to be, shocks and surprises us, shows us our world from a new
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perspective, casts new light on the
every day. Good art opens new worlds
of possibility to us. The following
projects demonstrate that art, and
involvement in its creation, can give
people suffering mental health problems
an avenue for addressing,
understanding, reinterpreting and
communicating their reality. Art offers us
all a voice we might not know we had.
It values creators’ opinions and allows
individuals to challenge their selfperceptions as well as the perceptions
of them held by others. By recognising
the achievements of these awardwinning projects, we are celebrating the
ways participants have found power
and learning through their own creative
development. By being and becoming
artists, people can discover paths
towards recovery.
The Scottish Arts Council’s National
Arts, Mental Health and Well-Being
Programme thanks everyone who has
been involved in these projects and is
proud to have played a small part of
giving them the green light. We hope
that this publication helps increase
appreciation for these projects and
others like them, and that it prompts
other agencies to increase their support
for collaborative arts projects. The
potential for enrichment, recovery,
regeneration and development in
collaborative projects is huge. And
there’s great creative energy to tap in
both the arts and health sectors. But
positive participatory arts experiences
need decision-makers to interrogate
their objectives and priorities. Only
significant and sustained funding will
change those red and amber lights
to green.

Paul Murray, Director, Art-full: Arts,
Mental Health and Well-being in
Scotland, Scottish Arts Council

Janie Nicoll, Johnny Gailey and Tessa Dunlop
North Edinburgh Arts Centre p. 24
Photo: Peter Sandground
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Creativity and well-being
A partnership
Developing and maintaining good and positive mental health and well-being is
important for everyone. Participating in the arts and culture can help encourage
improved mental health and well-being and help build confidence, self-esteem
and a greater feeling of involvement with others. People often feel that their
involvement in arts and culture helps them gain a positive outlook, enabling them
to reflect on, challenge and express how they feel about themselves, others and
the world. Good mental health and well-being enhances our resilience and our
ability to cope.
We need greater awareness in Scotland about both mental health and mental illhealth. One in four of us will experience a mental health problem at some time in
our lives. So, if a mental health problem does not happen to us it will happen to
someone we know. The visual arts can heal negative and damaging stereotypes
about mental health sufferers by promoting awareness and understanding of
mental health issues and by supporting people’s recovery from mental ill-health.
The potent role of the visual arts in supporting our general well-being is
articulated by the engage Visual Arts Education Awards’ ongoing celebration of
access for all to the visual arts. The Awards’ 2005 focus on creativity, mental
health and well-being underlines the key role of culture and the arts in:
•
•
•

raising awareness about positive mental health and well-being and
contributing to it;
helping to address stigma and discrimination around mental ill-health;
supporting people’s recovery from mental health problems through
increased access to arts and cultural activities.

Ten awards of £1,000 each were available for the 2005 Awards. The selection
panel, however, was so impressed by the standard of the projects entered that
they made eleven awards. Applicants entered projects under one of two
categories. Category one awards were for projects which promoted positive
mental health and well-being, improved quality of life and social inclusion for
those affected by mental ill health. Four awards had been available for projects
that challenged stigma and discrimination, or supported recovery from mental
illness. But it was in this category that the panel found such high standards that
five awards were made. Category two awards were for projects which promoted
6
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well-being and creativity through the visual arts. Both sets of awards recognised
projects that offered participants quality engagement.
Rather than rewarding individual talent, the Awards applaud the galleries and
arts organisations that enable individuals and communities to engage with art
and artists. The engage Scotland Visual Arts Education Awards celebrate and
promote good practice and professionalism in participatory visual arts projects.
They recognise visual arts education work that increases access to and enjoyment
of the visual arts. Creativity can build well-being; and well-being can inject energy
into creative enterprise. This partnership can give power to the innate need in us
all to express ourselves and explore who we are.

Gregor Henderson, National Programme for Improving Mental Health and
Well-being and Rebecca Marr, engage Scotland
7
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The visual arts give voice to all
Message from Patricia Ferguson
Minister for Tourism, Culture and Sport
The arts in all their many guises have an unquestionable role to play
in making the world a much more enjoyable place. This year’s
collaboration between engage Scotland – promoting participation in,
and enjoyment of the visual arts – and the Scottish Executive’s National
Programme for Improving Mental Health and Well-being is an exciting
combination.
It is precisely this kind of partnership which reinforces the Executive’s
message of the important role that the arts play in improving our health
and mental well-being. Involvement in cultural activity has a positive
impact on our sense of well-being and conversely, a lack of cultural
activity and access to the arts has a detrimental effect on our sense
of well-being. The arts can give voice to people little heard.
Every country’s social fabric needs this kind of partnership working.
The engage Scotland Visual Arts Education Awards are important
because they celebrate the fact that access to the visual arts is
something that is valued in Scotland. These awards boast an
inspirational mix of creativity and connectivity. They demonstrate the
potent qualities of engagement in the visual arts. They are about
encouraging good practice and rewarding projects that offer
participants real engagement, projects developed with participants not
for participants. They are about the quality of experience. They are
conversations in which participants and artists and educators talk
together and challenge each other.
The Deputy Minister for Health and Community Care and I share
the same vision – only by working together can we achieve the best
results, the best value, and the cultural impact that Scotland deserves.
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Message from Lewis Macdonald MSP
Deputy Minister for Health and Community Care
I am delighted that our National Programme for Improving Mental Health and Wellbeing has been able to provide sponsorship for this year’s engage Scotland Visual
Arts Education Awards, supporting a range of exciting and innovative projects.
There is no doubt about the importance of the arts in Scotland, and I am certain that
the arts have a major role to play in supporting and improving mental health and wellbeing. There are plenty of good examples. This year, Chatroom was performed at the
Royal Lyceum Theatre, exploring the challenges of teenage depression, bullying and
the risk of suicide. The message was ‘choose life’. The messengers were a cast of
young performers who got the message across in a way only young people could.
Youth Theatres across Scotland developed an outreach programme to give young
audiences the chance to see the play, and to take part in drama workshops
to explore the issues it raised.
This year’s engage Scotland Visual Arts Education Award winners have also found
exciting ways of encouraging participation, self-development and support for others
using a range of different approaches, techniques and media. These projects and
winners are expressions of productive partnerships as well as of personal creativity
and so I would like to acknowledge the work of the gallery educators and project
leaders whose professionalism has guided and supported this work. Gallery
education and outreach work are vital avenues for increasing accessibility to the
visual arts and culture. I would also like to applaud the innovation and creativity of
participants in all the projects, and to commend the spirit of collaboration that has
enhanced so much group-led creative work.
I am sure all those involved are justly proud of what they have achieved, and of the
creative expression it has made possible. Achieving our vision for a mentally healthy
Scotland will require real persistence and commitment. So my thanks to all those who
have shown your commitment, and my congratulations to all concerned.
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The Award winners
Category one
Projects promoting positive mental well-being,
improved quality of life and social inclusion for those
affected by mental ill health
14
A Knitting Bee
Artlink’s Functionsuite
16
Health Month at Talbot Rice
Talbot Rice Gallery
18
Members-led Creative Banner
Reachout with Arts in Mind
20
Luna
Luna
22
Stressed Out
Fairbridge and Red Kite Animations
Category two
Projects promoting well-being and creativity
24
Drylaw Artworks Project with The Drylaw Rainbow Club
North Edinburgh Arts Centre
26
elbowroom
Gallery of Modern Art, Glasgow City Council,
Cultural and Leisure Services – Museums
28
Woodlands and Hazlewood Schools
Creative Links Commission
Arts Education Team, Aberdeen City Council,
Learning and Leisure Service
30
Drink: Just a Laugh?
Art South Edinburgh
32
The Real Life Rock Opera Volume 1
The Travelling Gallery
34
multi-story
Street Level Photoworks
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A year-long collaboration between visual artist,
Anne Elliot, and Jeanette Bell, an artist and
patient, A Knitting Bee formed part of the
Functionsuite Hospital Arts Programme for Artlink.

A Knitting Bee

Functionsuite, an Artlink-initiated project in
collaboration with the Lothian Hospital Arts
Consortium, supported artists and participants
who were as interested in the value of the
creative process as much as the outcomes. From
spring 2003 to spring 2005, throughout hospitals
in Edinburgh and the Lothians, the project aimed
to create environments where involvement in the
artistic process challenged the way artworks are
commissioned and realised.

A Knitting Bee explored the nature of
participation, from a basic level of involvement in
which individuals do and make, to engagement
in decision-making and conceptualising. Practical
knitting bees were held in the Link Gallery, a
corridor exhibition space, and at the Mayday
Pavilion, a temporary lottery-funded venue, both
within the Royal Edinburgh Hospital site.
A Knitting Bee exhibition, held at the Link Gallery,
gathered participants’ treatments of works in
wool. The Crime of Uglyfication was a play that
grew from the collaboration of Jeanette with artist
Michelle Naismith. The script explores the
experience of institutionalisation through a
courtroom drama (pp. 48–49). Two professional
actors and a film technician complemented the
creative team. The film that resulted was screened
at the Cameo Cinema, Edinburgh, launching
discussion about the role of creativity in the health
care environment.
What the panel said
Functionsuite’s project
explored the nature of
participation and built
powerful engagement
with participants and
audiences at a variety of
levels, within a range of
contexts.
Remember your worth
graffiti by Jeanette Bell
14

These creative avenues explored social networks,
inside and outside the hospital, and cast an ironic
eye over the theme of institutionalisation. This
raised an interesting thought for the panel: did
Functionsuite itself become part of the hospital
landscape in the very act of challenging it and the
politics of mental health care? By encouraging
participation through an ever-widening network,
from one-to-one through to work with community
networks, A Knitting Bee thoughtfully challenged
the notion of institutionalisation and examined the
relevance of creative activity to hospital care.

Photo: Anne Elliot,
Functionsuite, Artlink
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Health Month
at Talbot Rice

What the panel said
A courageous and unusual
project which, through its
education programme,
made positive steps
towards building
community awareness of
mental health and wellbeing.
…what shone through
was the uniqueness of
each piece of work
because ultimately the
lesson was to be yourself
and to celebrate this…
James Page, Children’s
Workshop Facilitator
16

The Talbot Rice Gallery is the public art gallery of
The University of Edinburgh. Health Month at
Talbot Rice continued the gallery’s decade of
work exploring mental health issues with three
linked exhibitions. Art Works in Mental Health, a
national touring exhibition of work by artists with
first- or second-hand experience of mental
health issues; Artesian Arts, an exhibition by
Artesian, a Scottish charity that promotes
outsider and raw arts; and Karen Ingham’s
Anatomy Lessons. The exhibitions promoted
discussion about sensitive issues – depression,
schizophrenia, eating disorders, self-mutilation,
drug dependency, isolation and despair.
Expressions of personal experience, the works
invited the viewer into dialogue, engendered
empathy, challenged barriers and exposed
prejudice.
Talbot Rice Gallery’s supporting education
programme took the form of three projects
which engaged diverse participants in different
ways to challenge stigma and discrimination,
and celebrate creativity as a tool to promote
well-being. The Launch Symposium
encompassed academic debate, psychiatry, art
therapy, contemporary art practice and the links
between art and mental health. The National
Children’s Art Days introduced children from 5
to 15 to the ideas and themes in the exhibitions
through creative workshops. Underlining the
bond between imagination and well-being,
these events gave the children a new arena in
which to develop and display their expressive
skills. A Creative Writing Workshop enabled
deep analysis of participants’ attitudes and
responses to issues explored by the exhibitions.

Health Month at Talbot Rice explored mental
health issues with rigour. The project maintained
an inclusive approach to its audiences, and the
associated education programme amplified the
project’s messages, making impressive inroads
into raising community understanding of mental
health issues.

Photos: Lottie Gerrard,
Talbot Rice Gallery
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Members-led
Creative Banner

Reachout with Arts in Mind, a self-help group,
has developed and delivered an innovative model
of support using creative arts as a route to
recovery for people with mental health concerns.
Reachout encourages the participation of local
adults affected by mental health, who have
accomplished quality artworks and established a
thorough knowledge of the creative arts through
work with professional artists. The group has
enabled itself to run workshops for fellow
members and the community using the creative
arts to contribute to healing in individuals coping
with long term illness.
The Members-led Creative Banner aimed to
highlight the role Reachout with Arts in Mind
plays in raising awareness, provoking reflection
and challenging oppressive stereotypes about
mental illness. The project was open to any
local person experiencing, or interested in,
mental health issues. The creative banner was
accomplished by nine individuals who shared
their creative skills, their attitudes to mental
well-being, their goals and fascinations
throughout the process. Workshops developed
craft skills, such as puppet making, textured
embroidery, and photography, and helped
develop self-esteem, confidence, and negotiating
skills.

What the panel said
The banner, as a vehicle
for expression, became
an icon of enablement,
transporting participants
to New Zealand and
into new realms of
self-confidence.
18

Reachout with Arts in Mind uses the group’s
completed artworks as educational tools to
generate discussion at outreach workshops for
local, national and international audiences.
The Members-led Creative Banner massively
broadened the horizons of all involved, literally
and metaphorically, when Reachout members
were invited to deliver a keynote presentation at
the 9th Biennial Community Psychology
Conference Community Narratives and Praxis:
Sharing Stories of Social Action and Change
held in Tauranga, New Zealand in July 2004.
The Members-led Creative Banner project has
influenced the approach taken by mental health
professionals to people with mental health
problems, achieving attitudinal reforms in the
local, national and international community.

‘’

Alone in the hands of
professionals we have felt
compliant, fearful, hopeless,
uncomprehending, isolated,
oppressed, sad, surrounded
by indifference and
permeated with failure.
Together, literally taking our
mental health into our own
hands, we have communicated,
cooked lovely meals, dealt with
issues, encouraged and been
encouraged, experienced
solidarity, expressed ourselves,
felt our own strength, felt valued,
gained confidence, helped
ourselves, hoped, laughed,
listened, made music,
respected others, felt respected,
understood and valued others.
In a nutshell we have
succeeded in something
very special.

A collaborative evaluation response from
Reachout with Arts in Mind members
19

Luna

What the panel said
A project that exemplifies
self-progression through
creativity, collaboration and
mutual support.
I can't pretend I didn't
find it difficult. At times I
just wanted to go home
but overall I realised that
it was the chance of a
lifetime. To meet and
work with new people
who didn't judge me but
rather supported and
encouraged me and the
work I produced is
something I will
remember forever. I saw
that my world doesn't
need to be a bad place.
Luna member
20

Luna is a non-funded, arts-based mental health
advocacy group run by and for people with
experience of mental health problems. Based in
Dundee, Luna’s work is initiated and produced in
an atmosphere of mutual support. The group
advocates that involvement in the arts can
contribute to recovery from mental health
problems. The Western Isles Association for
Mental Health, based in Stornoway on the
Isle of Lewis, offers support to people with
mental health problems throughout the Western
Isles. It is member-run in conjunction with various
statutory bodies. The Luna project brought these
two groups together.
The two groups met and travelled throughout
the Hebrides in March 2004, collecting and
producing writing, music, stories and
photography, and forging links with each other.
The culmination of the trip was to plan a
ten-day arts residential at Valtos, on the Isle of
Lewis, later that year. The initial journey gave rise
to the publication of Red and Green Shadows,
a ‘treasure box’ of found objects, messages,
created artefacts, poems and drawings.
The residential was recorded in a documentary
film called ‘Long Lines’, and celebrated by the
publication of Twenty Three in a Bed (and a cat),
an illustrated collection of writings.
Creative expression through different art forms
has brought improvements to the lives of Luna
members that mainstream healthcare has not
achieved. For Luna members, involvement in
the arts reinforces a positive sense of identity,
develops self-esteem, reinforces communication
skills, and enables individuals to reclaim their
place in the community. And, while aesthetic
qualities help define an artwork’s expressive
value, Luna gives priority to involvment in the
creative process.
The initial journey and the subsequent residency
achieved an impressive portfolio of work,
characterised by the strong personal aesthetics
of those involved. The brave and wondrous
adventure to the Western Isles was, as a panel
member said, ‘a project full of empowerment’.

Photo:
Mike Scallan and Bruce Pert
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Stressed Out

Fairbridge is a national charity that supports
young people in some of Scotland’s
disadvantaged areas. Its projects aim to develop
the confidence, motivation and skills young
people need to change their lives. Red Kite
Animations offers inclusive educational animation
workshops. The project partnership between
Fairbridge and Red Kite was fuelled by the
organisations’ shared vision that the arts can be a
means of developing individual potential, of
overcoming personal problems, and of promoting
mental well-being.
Young people supported by Fairbridge face a
range of problems: exclusion from school,
long-term unemployment, homelessness or
involvement in criminal activity. Many have no
family support and are marginalised by their local
communities. Ten young people, aged 13 to 16,
came together to make a film over a three-month
period. Drawing on their experiences and
discussions, the participants collaborated in the
entire film-making process, developing the idea,
composing the storyline, producing the artwork,
animation and sound production and editing the
film.

What the panel said
The impressive finished
product bequeathed new
skills to participants who
found pride in the work
they’d created.
The young people were
creative and inventive and
put a lot of passion and
hard work into the project,
thus developing positive
relationships with each
other and effectively
tackling the difficulties
they have in an
educational environment.
Debbie Thomson, Fairbridge
Project Co-ordinator
22

Stressed Out identifies situations which trigger a
teenager’s disruptive behaviour and suggests
coping mechanisms for dealing with these
feelings. The animation focusses on early
intervention to prevent stress-driven responses.
Encouraged to share ideas and make decisions
together, the group members developed technical
knowledge, confidence and social skills, such as
anger management and relaxation. Stressed Out
engaged the young people in listening, debate
and negotiation. The group developed team
working strategies and positive relationships
with each other and the staff. The selection
panel praised the project’s leaders for their
proactive approach throughout the project: they
renewed the young people’s self-esteem and
encouraged the participants’ ongoing
involvement. The participants took great pride in
Stressed Out which achieved a public screening
at the Ster Century Cinema.

Photo:
Fairbridge and Red Kite Animations
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Drylaw
Artworks
Project with
The Drylaw
Rainbow Club

The Drylaw Artworks Project was a large-scale
participatory public art project in the Greater
Pilton area of Edinburgh. Seven artists worked
with nearly 200 people of all ages to propose
artworks which would alter and enrich the local
environment. North Edinburgh Arts Centre was
commissioned by the City of Edinburgh Council
to develop a programme of public art to augment
a wide regeneration project being undertaken at
the Drylaw Shopping Centre. The project run
by North Edinburgh Arts Centre with the
Drylaw Rainbow Club was part of this.
North Edinburgh Arts Centre ran six artist
residencies to enable local people to work with
artists and develop proposals for artworks in the
shopping centre. The Drylaw Rainbow Club
hosted one of the residencies allowing elderly
members of this daycare centre to work with
artists, Janie Nicoll and Tessa Dunlop.

What the panel said
The project promoted an
atmosphere of mutual
respect, trust and creative
enablement.
We made books to hold
their photos…these photos
are precious glimpses of
family life…the evidence of
days out, family
occasions…the surviving
images of a thriving past, a
Drylaw past that has gone
but not been forgotten, and
remembering has brought
many smiles…
Janie Nicoll and
Tessa Dunlop
24

The group produced books initially which the
artists and participants filled with images from
their own lives. This built familiarity amongst the
group and created an atmosphere of trust in
which creative collaboration could thrive.
Members of the group disliked going to the
shopping centre because it felt unsafe.
Together the group proposed a series of traffic
signs to reiterate an elderly presence within the
community, arrest the attention of others, and
prompt consideration of other community
members. The artworks used the everyday
vernacular of ‘Scrabble’, stitching and
patchworking, sewing patterns, puzzles and
popular wartime songs to reflect the elderly
people’s experience of living in the locality for over
50 years. The approach recognised the
participants’ significance as the original residents
of Drylaw, the pioneers who moved out to the
area in the mid-fifties.
Dealing sensitively and responsively with
the participants, the artists who worked with this
often-neglected social group encouraged and
enabled creative expression. In an atmosphere of
mutual respect, the project renewed individuals’
sense of personal empowerment.

Courtesy:
NEAC and the artists
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elbowroom

elbowroom was part of a biannual integrated
exhibition and participation programme
developed by Glasgow City Council’s Gallery of
Modern Art (GoMA). With four partner
organisations (the Red Road Women’s Centre,
Glasgow Women’s Library, Glasgow Women’s Aid
and Base 75 ) the project placed two artists with
each organisation. elbowroom engaged isolated
women and young people, often with low selfesteem. Some felt they were perceived as being
weak for being in abusive situations, or blamed
themselves for their circumstances. Because of
the sensitive issues raised by the project,
participants were supported by staff from the
organisations, and the artists were supported by
the Women’s Support Project and Wise Women.
Within this safe and supportive structure,
elbowroom developed over eight months. With
no predetermined outcomes, participants could
collaborate with the artists and develop work
through their growing relationships. Each of the
four groups developed its own way of working
with workshops, events, consultations and
research among the activities involved.

What the panel said
elbowroom achieved
powerful outcomes through
mature treatment of important
issues and by working
through strong community
connections.
The wider ramifications of
this are probably invisible
and if it has touched one
person then that is great.
artist
I enjoyed the company.
The feeling of sharing
of life…
participant
Glasgow Women’s Library
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The group exhibition which resulted from this
participatory art project focussed on issues
relating to violence against women. Every
participant contributed to the making of the work.
Drawing from their experience of violence,
the conceptual and creative process negotiated
raw and exposing passages towards selfdiscovery for some participants. By articulating
individual experiences in the project environment,
the particular voices of despair and hope, fear
and recovery rang through elbowroom’s unified
response to violence. Rejuvenated
self-confidence, renewed creative energy,
and a sense of each participant’s value reinforced
the group experience.
Working through strong community connections,
experienced artists and committed participants
gave expressive shape to shared and personal
issues, negotiating visceral responses to an
overbearing public issue – violence against
women.

Kites
Women@play
27

Woodlands
and Hazlewood
Schools
Creative Links
Commission

What the panel said
The project inspired mutual
learning for the artist-leader
and participants. Together,
the artist’s and children’s
sensitive collaboration
produced artworks of deep
meaning for the schools,
the project’s participants,
and future audiences.
During the Creative Links
Commission I constantly
had to consider my
practice in a much broader
context, and as I was
working with severely
disabled children, I had
to trust in my creativity
as a form of direct
communication...the
physical engagement
of the creative process
stills and engages the
mind…and can lead the
children beyond the…
routine of regular classes.
Stephen Bird
28

An application to the Scottish Arts Council
resulted in a commission for two pieces of
artwork within the context of disability.
Woodlands School caters for pupils who have
severe and complex learning and physical
disabilities and Hazlewood School has a high
percentage of pupils on the autistic spectrum.
Designed to address some of the barriers to art
for children with disabilities, this project ensured
that whole school communities could benefit
from having artwork in their own environments.
Stephen Bird won the commission – a
commission that specially required the artist to
get to know the needs of pupils in both schools.
The project dealt with fundamental issues of
disability and inclusion. Every child worked with
the clay alongside Stephen and local ceramicist,
Fran Marquis Fowkes. The children at Woodlands
School each decorated a moulded bowl.
The children at Hazlewood School each made
a tile which would form part of the mural now
displayed in the school foyer. Each tile is inspired
by a favourite toy or game, creating, as
Hazlewood’s head teacher observed, ‘a
fascinating blend of childhood pleasures
and fantasies’.
The project provoked learning for the artist-leader
and for participants, Stephen Bird recording that
he was aware of a transformation in his own
outlook and approach which occurred through
the course of his work with the children. The
personal and group self-realisations that the
project developed, for example the artist’s new
understanding of children with learning disabilities
and how to engage their energy through art,
highlight the developmental benefits inherent in
sensitively managed collaborations.
The work with Hazlewood School produced a
large external wall panel while the Woodlands
project produced a large ‘huggable’ vase. Both
works exhibit the highest aesthetic values while
incorporating the concept of play. The vase and
the mural remain in the possession of the schools
but are included in the collections of Aberdeen
City Art Gallery and Museums.

Photo:
Aberdeen City Council
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Through consultation with the Guidance and
Behaviour Support Staff of Liberton and
Gracemount High Schools, Art South Edinburgh
identified two groups of young people to
participate in a project highlighting the dangers of
alcohol misuse and underage drinking.

Drink:
Just a Laugh?

What the panel said
A well-targeted project
which communicates
powerful relevance to
participants and audiences.
This was a particularly
challenging and exciting
project and a perfect
example of how the
creative arts can be used
to really look at problems
in society, challenge
assumptions and
stereotypes and help
young people find a voice…
a pioneering and exciting
way to work, placing artists
firmly in a role where they
can drive and steer
artistic processes that
really can make a
difference…
artist’s evaluation
30

The project examined the young people’s
perceptions of the effects of drinking on them, on
their parents, their self-esteem, their schoolwork
and their aspirations. Through a variety of creative
techniques the group created a large mural which
underlines the effects of drinking, the need for
alternative activities, and signals a place young
people can go to escape other peoples’
agendas. Using the mural as a backdrop, the
young people wrote a script, Somewhere To Go.
The group produced this as a film, continuing
their examination of alcohol’s effects on life and
the choices it presents.
Building on this, the young people took a series
of photographs of themselves and subjected
them to emotive over-painting to express alcoholinduced mood change and self-perception. Two
of these portraits were used in a poster campaign
which supported alcohol retailers across South
Edinburgh in refusing to sell alcohol to minors.
The project enlisted the support of South
Edinburgh’s licensed alcohol retailers, reinforcing
the retailers’ legal obligations and offering advice
and support on dealing with young people
attempting to buy alcohol. Another poster,
developed from a film still, contributed to the
campaign declaring, ‘Say No To Drink’. And a
series of postcards featuring portions of the mural
were produced to encourage adults not to
purchase alcohol for minors.

Drink: Just a Laugh? grew from and for its
community. Those involved recognise that the
project marks a starting point in dealing with
alcohol misuse by young people. The project
sparked debate amongst key organisations about
the next steps, leading Art South Edinburgh into
work with other partners to ensure that the work
the young people produced continues to spread
its message.

Image: Art South Edinburgh
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The Real Life
Rock Opera
Volume 1

What the panel said
A high quality and successful
project which leaves a legacy
of increased creative
awareness in and beyond the
classroom and brings
enrichment to children around
Scotland, especially those in
isolated communities.
This gave our children an
experience which many
have not had before. It
brought the concept of art
and artists to the ‘here and
now’ and made it
something they could really
relate to.
Dumbryden Primary School
I was…very impressed
with the Education
Programme for my project
and…came to view this as
an integral part of the work
as it really broadened the
scope and possibilities
for interpretation and
assimilation across a
broad spectrum of visitors.
Ross Sinclair
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For over 25 years, The Travelling Gallery has
been bringing contemporary art to communities
throughout Scotland. In spring 2004, the gallery
toured The Real Life Rock Opera Volume 1,
a purpose-built installation by Ross Sinclair, a
highly regarded Scottish contemporary artist.
During the four-month tour, 7,000 visitors across
Scotland engaged with the works, themes and
education programme associated with the
project.
The exhibition was supported by an education
programme of talks to over 4,000 children with
a pack of worksheets, reference materials and
project ideas. The programme included 13 artistled workshops, adapted and developed to suit
the needs and abilities of different groups.
By working with schools, the project left a legacy
of increased creative awareness, prompting
work to continue beyond the classroom.
Ross Sinclair’s continuing investigation into
Scottish cultural identity through music,
narrative, sculpture, humour and text, provided
opportunities to discuss broad national identity
alongside perceptions of our own identities. The
eight sculptures Ross made for the exhibition,
accompanied by a music CD, incorporated a
range of materials, and combined song titles
with images and references to Sinclair’s ‘Real
Life’. This ‘Real Life’ persona emerges as a role
model for young people, his determination to
get the most out of life being based on a sound
foundation of cultural awareness, a positive
sense of identity, creativity, family and love.
For many audiences, The Travelling Gallery is
their first experience of contemporary art, a
responsibility which is met with consistently high
quality exhibitions and education programmes.
The selection panel acknowledged the
enrichment, learning and enjoyment that
The Travelling Gallery brings to audiences
around Scotland. It offers adventurous creative
working opportunities for artists, participants and
visitors and, in so doing, advocates the power of
creativity in advancing well-being.

Photo: Gateside
Primary School, Fife
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multi-story

Street Level Photoworks has a four-year history
of running arts and training programmes with
asylum seekers and refugees. multi-story was
developed in partnership with the YMCA Glasgow
and brought artists and asylum seekers together
in creative skills sharing sessions. The project
resulted in a touring exhibition and a community
website (www.multi-story.org) celebrating
Glasgow’s growing ethnic communities.
The project base was at the YMCA Central
Branch – a 31-storey tower block housing over
180 asylum seekers. The project ran three
workshop sessions every week for six months in
the community resource centre there. The
workshops offered consistent activity for people
able to attend regularly, and events that worked
for irregular participants. There were
Dreamweaver and Photoshop training days and
multi-media sessions to generate material for the
website’s pages. This included digital recording
of folksongs, videos of traditional recipes, and
portrait sessions. Other activities encouraged
participants to recount their experiences in
Scotland and in their countries of origin,
transcripts of which formed the narrative on the
website and the text panels in the exhibition.

What the panel said
Exemplifying good practice in
all criteria, the project offered
participants an anchor for
self-development, fostered
skills and social confidence,
addressed isolation and
social dislocation, and built
pride in self-identity and the
power of self-expression.
Giving voices to such
communities is investing
in tolerance and fostering
cross- cultural
understanding...
Exhibition visitor
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The project aimed to help participants integrate
into their new community, and to create a
sustainable and changing website focusing on
the viewpoints of asylum seekers. Outcomes for
participants included increased confidence, new
language and vocational skills, and helped reduce
isolation and promote assimilation. The project
introduced participants to digital photography,
video, sound recording and digital imaging, while
providing individuals with a means of channelling
hopes, fears and frustrations. multi-story offered
participants a programme for self-expression and
promoted cross-community understanding of the
experiences of asylum seekers.

from the series:
Waiting Rooms
Basharat Khan
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Journeys beyond...

36

OPPOSITE
Jeanette Bell and
Anne Elliot receive
their award for
A Knitting Bee from
Gregor Henderson
Photo: Peter
Sandground

Creativity is a vehicle for journeys beyond the facts of
the moment. Self-expression looks backwards and
forwards, in and out of the perspectives of self and
others. The imagination transcends time and delivers
discoveries that surprise, comfort, shock, enlighten,
challenge, reinforce…The infinite destinations that
accompany adventures with visual arts education are
not arrived at by solo travellers. Crews of artists,
educators and participants make powerful progress
towards collective and personal achievements.
The engage Scotland Visual Arts Education Awards
and the Awards’ sponsors support those passages.
This section talks about the Awards’ application and
selection processes. It explains the selection criteria and
illustrates what engage means by ‘good practice’ in
participatory projects. There’s even a how-to-wow-thepanel guide called ‘Preparing to engage’, indispensable
advice from one of this year’s judges. And there’s
information about the work of engage and the National
Programme for Improving Mental Health Well-being.
We’ve also revisited some of 2005’s winning projects, to
listen more closely to the voices of participants, artists
and audiences. You’ll find some of the comments from
the elbowroom visitors’ book, a slice of the energetic
exchange and varied response the exhibition provoked.
Jeanette Bell’s and Michelle Naismith’s script for The
Crime of Uglyfication eloquently debates the experience
of institutionalisation and arrives at a declaration of
beauty in ‘character and craftsmanship’. Arriving and
departing, travelling and reflecting, journeys, both real
and metaphorical, ring through a number of projects.
multi-story embraces a vast collection of travellers’
tales. Luna is a voyage of expression made ‘in boats
and on paper’. Stressed Out charts a young man’s
travels into self-discovery. And the Members-led
Creative Banner enables a first-time flier to find his
wings. This Visual Arts Education Awards initiative is
now in its fifth year. Managed by engage Scotland
since 2004, the Awards were previously co-ordinated
by the Scottish Arts Council which continues to be
supportive of them.
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the Awards
background

Annually, the engage Scotland Visual Arts
Education Awards celebrate the creativity, vibrancy
and regenerative power of visual arts education in
Scotland. They reward good practice in
participatory projects and can take a particular
focus each year to highlight specific audiences and
areas of work.
The engage Scotland Visual Arts Education
Awards recognise good practice in the
demonstration of:
innovation projects that bring artists and
audiences together in new ways (this can mean
new ways for individuals or artists)
creativity projects that offer exciting and engaging
opportunities for education in the visual arts
participation projects that encourage the
involvement of all communities across Scotland
quality projects that emphasise the importance
of the creative experience and involvement in the
creative process
inspiration projects that inspire individual
and/or collective development of skills, knowledge,
creativity and confidence
What was eligible for an Award in 2005?
Projects, exhibitions, programmes and events that
represented engaged participatory arts practice in
visual arts education, which were completed
between 31 March 2004 and 1 April 2005, which
met Awards criteria and observed the mental
health, creativity and well-being focus for 2005.

OPPOSITE
The Crime of
Uglyfication pp.48-49
Photo: Functionsuite,
Artlink
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How did people apply for an Award?
engage Scotland broadcast an invitation to
galleries, organisations, educators, artists and
groups to submit suitable projects for
consideration in the 2005 Awards. engage
Scotland responded to 80 requests for the Awards
application and guidelines. Applicants used
the application form supplied by engage Scotland
to explain what the project was, who took part in
it, where it happened, how it was conducted and

what it achieved. Visual material supported each application. By the deadline for
submissions, 25 applications had been received, 24 of which were eligible for
consideration. The selection panel considered all submissions independently before
meeting to make final decisions as a group.
What were the Awards criteria?
The Awards celebrate good practice in engaging with audiences through the visual
arts. They reward well-planned and professionally delivered projects that offer
participants memorable experiences with lasting effect. For the 2005 Awards,
projects were required to:
utilise creativity The creative process, whether actively participating or engaging
with artwork, can unlock ways of seeing, challenge assumptions and find solutions.
The Awards rewarded projects which adopted creative approaches to project
development and delivery.
raise awareness One in four of us will suffer mental health problems at some point
in our lives. The Awards celebrated projects that raised awareness and challenged
thinking about mental health issues. Engagement in the arts can be a powerful tool
for social change. It can promote understanding and result in a shift in the attitude
of the audience and participant.
enable expression The Awards highlighted the visual arts as a key means of
negotiating the world, for exploring and expressing our own places in it, and for
understanding those of other people.
support progression The Awards identified progression – in an individual’s or
organisation’s thinking or practice – as a good practice indicator. They recognised
projects that addressed the individual development of artists and participants in their
art practice.
create collaboration
The Awards placed value
on projects that supported
collaboration between
artists and participants,
which engaged in early
consultation with
participants, and which
involved participants in
every stage of project
development. The selection
panel placed a premium on
projects which adopted
challenging or innovative
approaches to bringing
artists and participants into
collaborative processes.
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The panel also assessed applications against
these overarching criteria which called for
projects to:
• be distinctive and memorable examples of
good practice;
• demonstrate uniqueness in project idea,
approach or the experience for participants
and/or artists;
• offer the highest quality engagement throughout
the project;
• be well-planned but flexible;
• be inclusive, from an early stage, in their
approach to collaboration between
organisation/s, artist/s and participant/s;
• be examples of good partnership working;
• address audiences inclusively;
• demonstrate thorough documentation and
dissemination;
• act as catalysts for organisational learning,
if relevant;
• offer sustainability, if appropriate (there was no
penalty for ‘one off’ projects);
• be meaningfully evaluated.
ABOVE
Lee, Keith,
Kirsty and Craig.
Drink: Just a
Laugh? p. 30
Photo: Peter
Sandground
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Who was on the selection panel?
An independent panel of seven people, including
visual arts and education specialists, mental health
sector professionals, representatives of the
Scottish Executive and artists, considered every
grant application independently. The panellists met

to share their individual thoughts and to collectively view
the applications’ supporting visual material. At the
meeting, chaired by engage Director, Christopher
Naylor, panel members openly debated divergent views
on projects, discussed concurrent opinions and arrived
at decisions on award-winning projects. The selection
process was informed by members’ experience in the
visual arts and mental health sectors and was
conducted with candour and the highest degree of
professionalism.The panel members were:
• Paul Ballantyne, Knowledge and Practice Manager,
Scottish Centre for Regeneration within Communities
Scotland
• Geoff Huggins, Head of Mental Health Division,
Scottish Executive Health Department
• Lesley Milne, Counsellor,
Centre for the Vulnerable Child
• Brian Morton, broadcaster, cultural commentator
• Sarah Munro, Director, Collective Gallery
• Helen O’Donoghue, Senior Curator, Head of
Education and Community, Irish Museum of
Modern Art
• Rachel Thibbotumunuwe, Education Co-ordinator,
Ricochet Project, Stills
How were the 2005 Awards celebrated?
Throughout this publication you will see images from
the Awards ceremony, the red carpet event in
Scotland’s visual arts education world. Over 100 people
gathered at the National Gallery of Scotland’s
prestigious Playfair Link where the eleven winning
projects were announced. Cultural commentator, Brian
Morton, chaired the proceedings, offering his insight as
a panel member into the winning qualities of each
project. Participants, educators and artists were
greeted on stage by Gregor Henderson, Director of
the National Programme for Improving Mental Health
and Well-being, who presented representatives of
each winning project with a certificate and cheque
for £1,000.
A showcase of the winning projects exhibited the high
standards of the winning work and its truly engaging
results. Large screen projections of people, processes
and works, performance pieces and readings
communicated aspects of each project’s many facets.
A reception followed the ceremony where everyone had
an extra chance to meet and share ideas.
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Preparing to engage
Brian Morton
The fat movie producer snipped the end off a cigar the size of a cucumber
and reached for the gold lighter on his desk. Settling back in his leather
armchair, he squinted through a haze of expensive smoke at the nervous
young man before him and growled, “Ya say ya have an idea for a movie.
Kid, I’m gonna give ya thoity seconds ...,”
Applying for an engage Scotland Visual Arts Education Award isn’t quite like
that. Smoking isn’t permitted in the panel discussion room for a start and most
of the panel members are attractively slim. You can also count on getting more
than half a minute’s deliberation on your ideas and achievements. But – and it’s
a pretty big but – there’s something to be learned from the Hollywood way of
doing things. If you have a project strong enough to submit for an award,
there’s not much point shuffling your feet and muttering

“Um, yes, well, sir, it’s a love story slash adventure yarn...I, uh, think the
demographics should be very good for it...There’s this young guy, see, who
... well, he’s not exactly young...but he’s youngish...and he’s kind of like a
hero/anti-hero type and he’s in love with this girl, woman really...oh, and I
should have mentioned he’s blind or maybe deaf...and, uh, he’s discovered
this formula...yeah, there’s a science fiction element to it as well...and...”
“Kid, ya just had yer thoity seconds...NEXT!”
There’s obviously a big difference between making a pitch for something that
hasn’t happened yet and will cost millions, and applying for an award for
something you’ve devoted your life to for the last year or eighteen months. For
an engage Scotland Award you don’t have to stand on the shagpile carpet and
cough out your ideas through a pall that would violate the Kyoto accords. You
just have to be able to get them down on paper (a helpful form, actually) and to
state them clearly.
As one of the (less attractively slim) members of the panel for the 2005 Visual
Arts Education Awards, which took mental health and well-being as their theme,
I shared my fellow-panellists’ enthusiasm for most of the remarkable work that
was being presented, but I also shared some of their worries about the way
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some of it was presented to us. This reads like an interesting idea and it certainly
seems to meet the criteria, but I’m hazy about what it actually is. This group have
talked about “participation”, “inclusiveness”, “development” and “community”, all of
which are terribly important to us, but I’ve no sense what it is they’ve done. Funny
thing is, this application is terribly well written, but I’m not sure they’ve met the
criteria, so it seems perverse that I’ve kept it in my “possible” pile.
Making a successful application isn’t about pushing the right buttons, making sure
buzz-words are in place and demonstrating political correctness. It’s about exciting
panel members in exactly the same way you excited the participants and audiences
for your work. Long before they see any finished projects, the panellists have to
read about the work and that’s where a really good application can seize them by
the lapels. It doesn’t need to be very formal, it certainly doesn’t need to sound like a
policy document (indeed it probably shouldn’t), and it doesn’t have to be boring.
What the panel needs to know is who, what, where and how.
It’s often hard to talk and write about the visual arts or about music without using
jargon or without weaving off into abstractions, but address those four basic
questions and you’re more than half-way there. Who is involved in the project?
Not just a bland sociological category, but the actual people and their experiences.
What is it they’ve set out to make or do? Not “an audio-visual slash participatory
exploration of mental health issues” but “we’ve made an interactive DVD about
how Jack, Jill and Jane overcame agoraphobia and depression by creating a
garden where you can see, smell, touch and listen; you can visit it, too, but if you
can’t, the DVD let’s you take part...all except the smelling part”. And not just any
garden anywhere. A sense of the place is just as important as the people living and
working in it. After that, the how is a doddle: what got you started, what obstacles
you overcame, what materials you used...
A strong application should make the panel feel they’re sharing in the experience
even when they’ve only got to section 2b on the form, and it should leave them
itching to see the work for real. It’s a lot simpler than pushing buttons or writing
policy documents. And the great thing is, you haven’t just got thoity seconds.
You’ve got all the way to next year’s application deadline...
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In boats and on paper
A Luna journey
The Luna project lies in journeys. In boats, across islands, on pages, Luna’s
members look far, beyond horizons, and see themselves up close. At the time of
going to press, Luna members were preparing for another passage. Molly's
butterfly might have enjoyed the sea crossing to Lewis.

Standing waiting for a 48 bus to Glasgow was never an exciting experience.
Nothing out of the ordinary ever happened. But today was different. It was warm
and balmy with a hint of summer flowers on the air. A butterfly fluttered gently by,
nothing on, it didn't go by, it landed on my arm.
Soon after the bus arrived so I climbed aboard with a little passenger of my own.
As I sat by the window, houses, shops and people shared the frame of the
vibrating glass. The butterfly remained; a living brooch, delicate and precious.
The bus reached Glasgow city centre, its passengers crumpled and slightly
overheated. No-one noticed the butterfly on its unusual journey. I don't suppose
tea and toast in the morning would invite thoughts of hether there’d be a
butterfly catching the bus at Cambuslang. I walked to the underground station,
the butterfly came too. I wondered why it had hitched a lift like a flea or a tick
that would suck your blood. There was no sustenance from cotton, acrylic or
even skin for this creature.
The tube train sped through the tunnels like a high-speed caterpillar. The butterfly
remained; what chaos was this? Would I see its wings flap and know instantly
the tidal wave in Japan? No-one noticed the butterfly inside its caterpillar.
Too busy, too stressed or out of touch with the small and wondrous. Hillhead
Station – just a walk and my journey would be over. No-one would know of the
passenger on the passenger. We are all passengers in this life, just passing
through. I feel honoured to have shared some of that passing with a small
butterfly that I met at a bus stop.
Molly McGlone, Barra
OPPOSITE
Callanish, Isle of Lewis and Dundee
Rosie Summerton
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Listening to images
A counsellor’s response to Stressed Out
Stressed Out is the story of a day in Stewart’s life. Stewart is a lad who doesn’t
see the point in being at school. He hasn’t been sleeping and is really stressed
as a result of the many pressures on him. He is shouted at by his teacher and
thrown out of the classroom, two fellow pupils call him names, he finds his
girlfriend kissing someone else, is then mocked by two other girls, and finally
arrives home to find that his mother has been contacted by the school and is
also mad at him.
It has been a bad day. Not knowing what to do with his anger, Stewart, whose
head suddenly takes the form of a gnashing-teethed monster, smashes up his
bedroom, and then hits his little brother. The younger boy’s tears bring Stewart
back to himself. Then follow the guilt and remorse, together with the
bewilderment and shame and isolation that accompanies an explosive incident
that Stewart immediately regrets. He begins to wonder who he really is.
Having found the courage to share his troubles with a friend, Stewart realises
that other people do care for him and he's not on his own, because they'll stand
by him. This helps him to feel better about himself. He returns to the house and
apologises to his mother.
A lively animation successfully portrays the dilemma and the feelings which
Stewart experiences. Rather than having conventional moving mouths,
the scenes with dialogue involve animated head parts that graphically illustrate
what is happening.
The script, often in rhyming couplets, uses the language of the young people
themselves, is eloquent, yet brief and to the point. For many young people, one
of the biggest difficulties is the belief that they are completely alone, and that
noone else feels the way they do. Since young people in these situations are
often overwhelmed by their feelings, the fear that they might be lose control and
go crazy can be very real for them. If they have already experienced violent
outbursts, they might be very afraid of what they might do in the future.
The thought of letting others know how they feel might be even more terrifying
for them in case they end up being rejected, or worse, locked up somewhere.
As a result, many young people opt to stay silent, struggling to repress their
feelings, and become withdrawn and isolated.
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Stressed Out p.22
Photo: Fairbridge and
Red Kite Animations

Perhaps the most important point made in this film is that, even when they are at
their most distressed, young people are often able to find solutions to their
difficulties. This is the case with Stewart. He begins the piece in the role of a victim,
but finds within himself the resources to identify different ways of managing his
anger. He has the courage to share his troubles with a friend, and feels much better
about himself. He becomes a powerful role model for his peers.
For young people, therefore, this film is not only one with which they can identify,
but one which offers both hope and practical ideas. It would be an excellent trigger
for further discussion with young people, both in and out of school.

Lesley Milne
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The Crime of Uglyfication
A play by Jeanette Bell & Michelle Naismith
THE QUEEN: [Shouts.]
Oyez, oyez, oyez! Case against the hospital for uglyfying patients and not teaching them crafts and art.
THE PROSECUTOR: [Shouts.]
All rise in the name of our people. The Prosecution Council wishes to bring up the subject of the
uglyfication of patients in mental hospitals and put forward, instead, character building and others’ needs
for crafts and art.
THE QUEEN:
Uglied...The crime of being locked up and uglied in this day and age instead of natural beauty; uglyfication
and derision.
[A pause.]
Case for The Prosecution…
THE PROSECUTOR:
Do we want character and craftsmanship or do we want death and despair?
THE QUEEN:
The evidence is as follows...
[She holds up each piece of evidence individually.]
Two tiles, handmade with marbles.
[She shows them firstly to THE KING POODLE and then to camera.]
Woollen patchwork blankets and/or capes.
[She shows her own cape firstly to THE KING POODLE and then to the audience/camera.]
Knitted wigwams (works in progress).
[She shows them firstly to THE KING POODLE and then to camera.]
Many paintings including this fine example ‘Closing Time’ by a certain Jeanette Bell.
[She shows it firstly to THE KING POODLE and then to camera.]
THE PROSECUTOR:
The Prosecutor also proposes a hairdresser on the wards with no baldening of patients.
THE QUEEN:
Case for the Defence:
THE DEFENCE LAWYER:
The Case for the Defence is as follows: I defend the hospital’s policies, there appears to be no hard evidence
of a general uglyfication process at play. If there are indeed ugly patients and/or ugly wards, I would suggest
this comes more from certain patients’ lack of self discipline, coupled with a refusal to comprehend the
daily reality of staff shortages, which will inevitably result in a shortage of readily available hands for the daily
brushing of medium to long hair. In terms of uglyfication of the fabric of the hospital building itself, I would
say to you that the uglyfying process is caused mainly by the profusion of graffiti in the corridors.
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THE QUEEN:
Case for The Prosecution:
THE PROSECUTOR:
The writing on the hospital and grounds is a free and readily available means of self-expressionism. You show
me examples of graffiti and I’ll show you examples of craftsmanship.
THE QUEEN:
Case for The Defence:
THE DEFENCE LAWYER:
Patients eat the wrong food, drink the wrong drinks and chain-smoke like no tomorrow.
THE QUEEN:
Case for The Prosecution:
THE PROSECUTOR:
The cooked chicken is rubbish.
THE QUEEN:
Case for The Defence:
THE DEFENCE LAWYER:
The abundance of hospital leisure pursuits from the ‘Take You Out of Yourself ’ school of thought remain
under-utilised through no faults other than those of self-inflicted introversion and all round shoe-gazing.
THE QUEEN:
The case for The Prosecution continues:
THE PROSECUTOR:
It is difficult for people to self-motivate if they feel they have been ‘uglyfied’ or have had their character
reduced. There is ill-informed decoration and design everywhere: corridors, wards, offices, staff canteens...
We would suggest it takes more than extensive use of ‘good for nothingness’ wood-look trellis and ‘a hint of ’
nothing in particular pastel shades from the cheapskate paint warehouse to create a harmonious ambience.
Patients driven to animal senses need to swipe back.
THE QUEEN:
As further evidence both for Prosecution and Defence, some examples of graffiti from the hospital: on an
outside bench – ‘The Persecutors Will Become The Persecuted’. On a toilet roll holder in the ‘ladies’ – ‘The
Power Sucks’. Grafitti by Jeanette Bell – ‘Remember Your Worth’; ‘Stop Intimidation’; ‘A Thing Of Beauty Is
A Joy Forever’; ‘All That Glitters Is Not Gold’; ‘No Wicked End – The Cat Has Got The Cream Off Me’; ‘May
All Your Joys Be Little Ones’. A hospital porter writes: ’Knowledge is Treacherous’. Voilà!
[A pause.]
THE QUEEN:
The King Poodle will now consider the verdict.
[A pause.]
The King Poodle has reached a verdict and will have the last word on this unfortunate matter: I speak on
behalf of The King...There will be no more uglyfication in hospitals. There will be from this day forth
character building, crafts and art. An award-winning hairdresser from Glasgow will be appointed to the
hospital. Graffiti will now be referred to as handwritten, public signage and viewed as a valid means of selfexpression. The fabric of the hospital building will be from this moment on public property.
THE PROSECUTOR:
The King Poodle has spoken.
[Shouts.] No more crimes of uglyfication.
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Half-way around the world
A Reachout with Arts in Mind flyer takes off
The first I heard about the New Zealand Conference in 2004, was after David Fryer,
one of our Management Committee members, had just come back from the 8th
Biennial Community Psychology Conference in Australia in 2002. David had just
attended the conference on behalf of Stirling University and had represented
Reachout while he was out there. Everyone commented on how impressed they
were with Reachout and how they would like to personally invite Reachout
members to attend the following Conference to be held in New Zealand in 2004.
I’d heard the conference being mentioned in Management Committee Meetings and
seen posters on the wall inviting people to put their name forward to go. At 60 I had
never travelled abroad before and had never travelled on a plane. I thought I would
have a panic attack on the aeroplane. I also thought that no-one would be
interested in hearing what I had to say anyway. In reality, being a charity, I assumed
Reachout would not have the funding to send two members half way around the
world to New Zealand.
In January 2004 at another Management Committee meeting six months before the
Conference it was agreed Reachout had the funding for four members to attend the
New Zealand conference and three members had already agreed to go. My friends
at Reachout persuaded me to take the last place available. (Being a smoker, I would
be travelling 24 hours with three other smokers so we would all be able to help
each other by understanding what the others were going through and giving each
other moral support.) I decided to go and saved up really hard. I was now really
looking forward to going.
When we went to book the tickets and travel insurance we were told that manicdepressives would be £80 to insure and schizophrenics were £138. Being a
schizophrenic I felt really important because I was more expensive.
The flight was great, the lack of smoking was not as bad as I thought and New
Zealand was as beautiful as I imagined.
With my speech prepared and well rehearsed, I felt ready to open the New Zealand
Conference with our keynote speech and my other three Reachout colleagues. The
hour’s speech went really quickly and was faultless, and we felt proud to receive a
standing ovation from all the people who attended. I felt unbelievably proud of what
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I had just achieved. Speaking publicly in front of 100 or so professionals who were
really interested in what I, we had to say. The feedback we received form those who
attended was fantastic. Everyone was enthusiastic about our speech and Reachout.
Everyone was eager to know more about what we do and how Reachout works.
They thought what we had to say was really refreshing and different from what they
had seen at any previous conferences before. They thought it was packed with
great real life stories and funny moments, and the work we have achieved at
Reachout and how Reachout works and operates was of great interest to them.
I really felt confident during and after the speech.
The professionals couldn’t believe how open we were about our mental health
problems. A comments book was passed around to get everyone’s reaction and a
video diary was also used to gauge people’s reactions. I found out that the popular
opinion in New Zealand is…people think that we in the UK have a better mental
health system. My opinion is that you can get away with being more open about our
mental health problems in the UK.
Our visit to New Zealand gave us the chance to visit mental health groups out there.
They were mostly art groups who only did painting and drawing workshops to sell
their artwork and did not have a varied range of art workshops that Reachout does.
The New Zealand conference was really worth going to and has given me the
confidence to attend more conferences on behalf of Reachout and the confidence
to visit my sister in Australia in two years time. It has made me proud to be part of
Reachout.

Roy, 2004
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I am here. This is where I am.
The expanding web of multi-story
Migration has been a constant feature of human history. It isn’t so very long ago that
masses of economic, political, cultural and religious migrants left their Scottish
homeland and dispersed across the world. Looking for freedom from oppression,
poverty and starvation, Scots were forced out of their homes. They had no
alternative but to migrate in their thousands and to resettle anywhere they could
find welcome.

multi-story developed from New Horizons, a project developed in collaboration
with the Scottish Refugee Council in 2003 and resulting in a CD-ROM. The CDROM, made collaboratively with asylum seekers, was themed as an orientation
guide to Glasgow, exploring emotional orientation as much as any physical map.
multi-story extended that collaboration to a new partnership with the YMCA
Glasgow, and offered weekly sessions over a six-month period to residents at the
YMCA Central Branch in Springburn, North Glasgow.
Approximately 180 asylum seekers live in the 31-storey block and floor 28 is given
over to social and educational resources. Residents were invited to participate in a
range of creative techniques, including digital imaging, sound recording and video
alongside conventional photography and computer skills. The project generated a
vibrant range of outputs, from cookery videos to songs, personal testimonies and
portraits.
From the sixties, many artists, for democratic reasons and fuelled by post-war
consensus, moved into a more directly engaged social art practice. They saw it
as a way of engaging with broad swathes of people who, through economic, social
educational and cultural reasons, were excluded from playing a full role in society.
The work offered opportunities for involvement in the arts as a way of liberating
people from that very exclusion. It was natural therefore that artists and arts
organisations with a commitment to social art practice should turn their attentions
to the urgent needs of this sudden influx of refugees and asylum seekers suffering
exclusion. Street Level, through its outreach and educational programmes, has
established a substantial track record in social art practices. With its special
emphasis on photography and evolving computer technologies, Street Level is
well-placed to engage in such work.
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LEFT, MIDDLE
from the portrait
sessions
RIGHT
from the series
Messages Home,
Happy New Year
Mum and Dad,
I miss you very
much
Iseult Timmermans

Photography and new media are ideal means for collaborative art practices. There is
something immediately appealing about them in their accessibility and universality –
most people can use a camera. I don’t suppose there are many places in the world
where the photographic image in not known, especially in the form of the portrait
and the family photo. As one of the Street Level artists says, “...there’s a global
familiarity with photography that cuts across cultural and language barriers…in its
documentary role it says, ‘I am here. This is where I am’.” The photographic portrait
however carries with it certain dangers for asylum seekers whose natural inclinations
must be to lie low, stay quiet and be anonymous for, as we have seen, much media
representation of them is negative. Making personal portraits, however, proved to be
extremely popular.
The results are clear to see: a set of portraits with which it would be difficult not to
engage at levels deep below the surface. Redmond O’Hanlon, in answering his own
question, “why are great photographs so powerful?”, suggests “...they stop
time…they are one in the eye for death…but also they deal in images, the language
of our dreams.” I’d venture that these notions lie at the root of the success of this
photographic project. For fear of harassment, difference is often belittled and
concealed. The project encouraged people to see their culture as something to be
celebrated. Through the outputs and the ‘framing’ of difference as a positive, it is
hoped that some of the fear and hostility to the uniqueness of difference can be
challenged.
One of the problems with art projects in this field is long-term engagement and
continuity. It’s great while it lasts, but then what? Technology offers a solution and
the interactive website that has been established will continue to develop. It aims to
provide a forum for debate and dialogue, across local communities and the globe.

David Harding, January 2005
Abridged from the exhibition’s catalogue. David Harding has been working as an
artist and educator since 1959. He has written and lectured widely on social arts
practice and public art. www.davidharding.org
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Visiting writes
Comments and exchanges from
elbowroom’s visitors’ book
Making the invisible
painfully visible and real
to those who could not
see.

but...too far. You will
scare wee children like
this but it’s a bit
BORING.

What a waste of time
and sponsor money.

Pish.
Wonderful!

Are abused women a
waste of time? Should
we just silence them? Is
this what you want?
This is a very sad room
not to sure what to
think.
Thank you to these
brave women your work
is full of a sense of
liberation!
Having left; the battle to
protect your children
will continue, keep
fighting for their rights,
you can win and
overcome in the end
justice will be done; even
if the journey/battle is
painful. I kept going and
my children are NOW
SAFE. Don’t give up.
Ok…I know women are
meant to be getting
attacked or something
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Thinking about the word
“no”. I’m grateful to
never need it in the way
some people do.
I don’t know what’s
going on but I’m joining
in
AAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAGH!
A bit risky. But good
echoes rock your world.
Excellent and very
insightful. Unfortunately.
The exhibition, like the
issue of abuse, needs to
be considered and
thought about to really
get the best out of it and
understand what the
pieces are saying which
may explain some of the
earlier comments.
Sadly an unfortunate
reality – probation

officers working with
sexual and violent
offenders.
Very good work!
However…there’s
something missing here.
That is the exploitation
of women by other
women.
Men suck…beat them
with a stick!!
Not all men, hen I’ve
never struck a woman in
my life!!!
Men suffer too! What
about equality woman
gets to be believed not
always truth.
Very interesting
exhibition with
originality. (A bit scary
with the women
screaming). Hope
you’ve had a good time
making it.
To everyone that made
the exhibition. My
favourite thing here is
the shed. It’s brill.
I tip my hat to you.

An excellent
exhibition. Art done for
the community, by the
community it’s true
art of communication –
regardless of how people
feel/hear the message.
We should see more of it
around the world.
Great to see women
playing.
All sorts of people liked
the exhibition (even
though it’s raining).
About the violence it’s so
sad to realise that the
most useful word to get
help is FIRE!

men are human. Why are
you outraged unless you
are afraid? Are you afraid
of women as human
beings instead of passive,
bullied objects.
You disgust me.
What’s sickening and
appalling is that views like
this exist in the 21st
Century. If you had
bothered to think about
the exhibition at all you
would see that it is not
promoting anything but
trying to change
situations for the better.
No wonder the world’s in
such a state.
Its shite.

I agree strong message
here but not sure if you
really put it across. The
small books are an
interesting touch. Hated
the shed.
The leaflets in the white
basket are an outrage. I
am sickened and appalled
that this nonsense could
be classified as art. As an
artist myself it saddens
me to see a public gallery
promoting the whores.
This is truly a low point in
modern art. PS: Women
shouldn’t have rights.
Whole damn place was
fine until those weaker
powers introduced the
human rights pish.
Your own self-esteem
obviously depends on the
subjugation of women –
clearly you believe only

Beautiful in the worst of
situations. The honesty
and reflections on such a
hard to believe subject
touch me deeply.

art is cool. Thanking you.
JOKER
Thought provoking –
which is all that should
ever be asked.
Thanks for all your
comments. Some of it
seems to have provoked
extreme responses good
and bad. I will read
them all and learn what
I can from them.
My wee cousin learnt
loads. Thank you.
Personally I’d like to
ignore everything this
exhibition represents –
but I can’t.
So I suppose it’s worked
then.

Screaming does my
head in.
Yes – we should keep
screaming until the abuse
stops. Let’s keep doing
folks heads in!
Screaming is frightening.
Poetry lovely.
Vivid, powerful &
about time!
Dear God, I know I’ve
done some bad things in
my time but please, please
PLEASE call forth all of
your mighty wrath on
those who think modern
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engage
in the visual arts
engage is an international membership
association based in the UK with
members in over 20 countries, in over
500 arts centres, galleries and
museums, working face-to-face with
over two million members of the public
annually. engage Scotland is the 160strong membership working across
Scotland. engage promotes access to
and enjoyment of the visual arts and
galleries, helping all sections of the
community enjoy and participate in art.
engage works in four main areas:
professional development, research,
advocacy and networking.
engage in the profession
engage works towards the highest
professional standards in engaging
with visual arts audiences, promoting
the professional development of all
those involved in visual arts education
and access – gallery staff, artisteducators, teachers, cultural mediators
and others – through creating and
contributing to training opportunities,
including:
• entry level and MA courses with
partners such as the Institute of
Education, London, and the
University of Newcastle
• early career continuing professional
development events, such as the
‘Making Connections’ regional
training programme and parallel
seminar programmes
in Scotland and Wales
• mid-career professional forums
such as the engage Scotland and
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engage Cymru annual conferences,
the engage international summer
school, and the engage Journal
engage in ideas
engage promotes new approaches
and new thinking in gallery access and
education, instigating project-based
research programmes to address gaps
in provision and enhancing work with
the public in many hundreds of
galleries, museums and visual arts
spaces across the UK and
internationally.
engage collaborates with universities,
think-tanks and policy makers to
stimulate discussion about new ideas,
including:
• En-quire programme – bringing
galleries and universities together to
enhance public provision by
researching the special contribution
of the visual arts and galleries to
learning www.en-quire.org
• En-vision programme – working
with young people ‘at risk’, artists
and galleries to build ongoing
involvement through consultation
and collaboration
www.en-vision.org.uk
• Collect and Share programme –
engage and ten European partners
linking galleries, art museums and
adult education bodies across
Europe to promote lifelong
learning particularly for
disadvantaged people
www.collectandshare.eu.com

• Learning through Culture briefing
sessions – exploring museum and
gallery education research led by
engage with think-tank, Demos, and
sector partners, the Group for
Education in Museums and the
Museums, Libraries and Archives
Council
engage in change
engage campaigns for change in policies
and resources to build the widest access
to and enjoyment of the visual arts and
galleries. Promoting key issues to
governments, funders, pressure groups
and think-tanks, engage inputs to policy
development at national and international
levels, and supports its members to
advocate on audiences’ behalf, including:
• securing government commitment –
through engage’s input to the Cultural
Commission and Scottish Executive in
Scotland, the Cymru’n Creu
Committee and the Welsh Assembly
in Wales, the European Commission
in Brussels and the Departments of
Culture and Education in England, on
the development of the museum and
gallery education strategy
• promoting diversity – through
engage’s EQUAL project, funded by
the European Social Fund to diversify
the workforce and open up
participation to all sections of the
community; and engage’s Diversity
Working Group, advising on involving
galleries, educators and artists in
campaigning for diversity in the arts
• embedding a culture of gallery-going
in schools and other agencies –
through the annual engage Scotland
Visual Arts Education Awards,
through engage’s Watch this Space
project, training teachers and
educators to involve ‘non-visiting’
schools, and through Children’s Art
Day, a UK-wide grants programme
for first-time school visits, sponsored
by the Clore Duffield Foundation

engage nationally and internationally
engage brings people working with the
public together in local, regional, national
and international networks. engage
works towards building mutual support
and developing partnerships, by linking
galleries, arts centres, museums, art
studios, colleges and schools, to do
more for the public by sharing good
practice. engage collaborates with other
networks and agencies to share
information and ideas, and promotes
communities of interest, including:
• sharing information – through the
website www.engage.org, regular eengagements and recruitment email
services, and through the
engagements news-sheet and other
mailings
• connecting educators, teachers,
artists – through the engage Scotland
programme of training and informal
events, events in Wales through the
engage Cymru programme, the area
group meetings and volunteer area
representatives system in England,
and through the annual engage
international conferences and ongoing
seminars
• learning by doing – through offering
advice on setting up study visits, and
exchange arrangements and
programmes, including special links
with Canada, Finland and Japan
• building links internationally – through
international conferences such as
engage Scotland’s Art, Community
and Context in Dublin, and Collect
and Share in Stockholm, as well as
events at the Venice Biennale
For further information
on engage visit
www.engage.org or contact
T: +44 (0) 207 244 0110 or
E: info@engage.org
To contact engage Scotland
scotland@engage.org
www.engagescotland.org.uk
engage Scotland is funded by the
Scottish Arts Council.
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National Programme
for Improving Mental Health and Well-being
The National Programme for Improving
Mental Health and Well-being was
established in 2001 as part of the
Scottish Executive’s aim to improve
health and achieve social justice in
Scotland. It is driving a change in
knowledge, behaviour and attitude in
Scotland through two fundamental
aims: to help improve the way in which
people think about their own mental
health and that of others; and to
improve the quality of life, well-being
and social inclusion of people who
experience mental illness or mental
health problems. The National
Programme achieves this through
supporting a number of initiatives
which each undertake different but
related strands of the National
Programme’s four key aims:
• raising awareness and promoting
mental health and well-being;
• eliminating stigma and
discrimination;
• preventing suicide;
• promoting and supporting recovery.
Working at a national and local level,
the National Programme supports
several initiatives which help achieve
these aims.
Scotland’s Mental Health First Aid is
a training course based on the
concept of first aid training. It teaches
participants to recognise the signs and
symptoms of someone with mental
health problems, such as depression,
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anxiety and psychosis, and to help
deal with a crisis situation through
guiding someone towards professional
and other help. www.smhfa.com
see me is the anti-stigma and
discrimination campaign which aims to
challenge stigma and discrimination
around mental ill-health in Scotland.
The campaign combines an awardwinning national publicity programme
with local and national anti-stigma
action developed in partnership with
like-minded groups and individuals
across all sectors of Scottish life.
www.seemescotland.org
Choose Life is Scotland’s national
strategy and action plan to prevent
suicide. The strategy aims to raise
awareness of suicide, encourage
people to seek help, provide support,
coping skills and help for those
bereaved by suicide. More than two
people per day die from suicide in
Scotland and the majority of these
deaths are young people. Many
suicides are preventable when suicidal
behaviours are detected early.
Breathing Space (0800 83 85 87) is a
confidential free-phone listening and
advice line for people suffering from
low mood and depression. Available
365 days a year, throughout Scotland,
the service is open between 6 pm and
2 am, when worries can seem
unbearable, and when other services
are unlikely to be available. It is aimed

primarily at young males as the
incidence of suicide among young men
in Scotland has risen considerably in the
last 20 years.
www.breathingspacescotland.co.uk
The Scottish Recovery Network (SRN)
aims to raise awareness of recovery
from long-term mental health problems.
The network has been working with a
wide range of stakeholders at local and
national level, including people who use
services, their friends, families and
carers, people who provide mental
health services, strategists and
academics, to encourage debate around
what helps and hinders recovery. One of
the most powerful ways of raising
awareness of recovery is sharing
personal stories. SRN have done this in
a number of ways, including local
recovery events, a ‘narrative research’
project and a well developed website
which allows people to share their story.
www.scottishrecovery.net

a variety of mental health initiatives
throughout Scotland. For example, in
2004 the National Programme funded
the 'Wonderful World of Dissocia' and
the Lyceum's 'Mad Man Sings to the
Moon' dramas. In 2005, as well as
sponsoring the engage Scotland Visual
Arts Education Awards, the National
Programme funded an outreach
programme to tie-in with Enda Walsh’s
play ‘Chatroom’ which tackled the
subject of teenage suicide.
The National Programme produces a
magazine called ‘Well?’ Published twice
a year, it helps promote mental health
and well-being issues and emphasises
the value of good mental well-being to
the wider general public. To add your
name to the mailing list please email:
well@scotland.gsi.gov.uk

HeadsUpScotland aims to raise the
profile of children’s and young people’s
mental health and well-being.
www.headsupscotland.com
Scottish Centre for Healthy Working
Lives is a national awards programme
which rewards employers who
demonstrate commitment to improving
the health and, ultimately, the
performance of their workforce. The
National Programme funds a programme
which encourages workplaces to
promote positive mental health and wellbeing for staff, to support staff with
mental health problems, and remove
barriers to recruitment for staff with a
history of mental health problems.
Supporting the arts
The National Programme for Improving
Mental Health and Well-being and the
Scottish Arts Council have recognised
the importance and potential of the arts
for improving mental health and have
developed a strategy that will promote

ABOVE
Twenty Three in a
Bed (and a cat) Luna
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Project details
A Knitting Bee
Functionsuite, Artlink
Project leaders Anne Elliot,
Functionsuite Artist Team Leader;
Michelle Naismith, filmmaker
Participants Jeanette Bell, artist
and patient; hospital staff, visitors,
patients and the public
Funders Functionsuite is funded
through the Lothian Hospital Arts
Consortium by Scottish Arts Council
Lottery Funding and is overseen by
Artlink, an arts and disablity charity
with 15 years of history working
in hospitals.
Contact Artlink, 13A Spittal Street,
Edinburgh EH3 9DY
Tel: +44 (0)131 537 6127
E-mail: functionsuiteartlink
@macunlimited.net
www.functionsuite.com
Health Month at Talbot Rice
Talbot Rice Gallery
Project leader Zoë Fothergill,
Curator – Education and Development,
Talbot Rice Gallery
Participants Exhibitions: 120 works
selected from an open submission of
nearly 1,800 artists from across the UK;
Artesian; Karen Ingham.
Launch Symposium: speakers included
Dr Alan Beveridge, Dr Peter Byrne,
Pat Fisher, Dr Judith McNicol, Martine
McCluskie, Barbara Herbin, John
Danczyszak, Yvonne Mabs Frances,
Rosemary McLeish, James Page;
audience included artists, students, arts
and mental health professionals, and
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members of the public.
National Children’s Art Days:
James Page and Pat Fisher, workshop
facilitators; children from Preston Street
School and Sciennes Primary; children
who attended independently with
parents. Creative Writing Workshop:
Dr Helen Boden, facilitator; participants
from Stepping Stones, Edinburgh and
Project Ability, Glasgow; and
independent individuals.
Funders Pfizer UK
Contact Talbot Rice Gallery,
The University of Edinburgh,
Old College, South Bridge,
Edinburgh, EH8 9YL
Tel: +44 (0)131 650 2085
E-mail: zoe.fothergill@ed.ac.uk
www.trg.ed.ac.uk
Members-led Creative Banner
Reachout with Arts in Mind
Project leaders
Lesley Arthur and Elaine Swift,
Project Development Workers
Participants Workshops researched
and developed by survivors of
mental illness
Funders The members-led
workshops were funded by the
Clackmannanshire Council Venture
Fund
Contact Lesley Arthur,
Project Development Worker,
Reachout with Arts In Mind,
4/8 Glasshouse Loan,
Alloa, FK10 1PF
Tel: +44 (0)1259 723666
E-mail: reach_out@tiscali.co.uk

Katie Bruce, Social Inclusion
Coordinator, GoMA, at the Awards
reception Photo: Peter Sandground
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Luna
Luna
Project leaders Luna members
Participants Members of Luna
and the Western Isles Association
for Mental Health
Funders non-funded
Contact Derek Ramsay,
Co-ordinator,
c/o Dudhope Art Centre,
5 St Mary Place,
Dundee DD1 5RB
Tel: +44 (0)1382 228383
Stressed Out
Fairbridge and Red Kite Animations
Project leaders Rachel Everitt,
Red Kite Animations;
Debbie Thomson, Fairbridge
Development Co-ordinator
Participants Ten young people aged
13-16 who were referred to Fairbridge
'Active Steps' because they were not
thriving in the school setting for a variety
of reasons.
Funders The project was made
possible by funding from the National
Lottery through the UK Film Council’s
First Light Initiative and from continuing
support from the Royal Bank of Scotland
in promoting Independent Living Skills
courses through Fairbridge.
Contacts Debbie Thomson,
Development Co-ordinator
Fairbridge in Edinburgh
Tel: +44 (0)131 554 2568
E-mail: edinburgh_admin
@fairbridge.org.uk
www.fairbridge.org.uk
Gaia Meucci
Festivals and Awards Submissions
Coordinator, Red Kite Animations,
89 Giles Street, Edinburgh, EH6 6BZ
Tel: +44 (0)131 554 0060
E-mail: info@redkite-animation.com
www.redkite-animation.com
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Drylaw Artworks Project with
Drylaw Rainbow Club
North Edinburgh Arts Centre
Project leaders Johnny Gailey,
North Edinburgh Arts Centre
Project Co-ordinator; Janie Nicoll and
Tessa Dunlop, artist leaders
Participants 8 members of the Drylaw
Rainbow Club, a daycare centre for the
elderly at Drylaw Parish Church.
Funders City of Edinburgh Council’s
Economic Development Department
Contact Johnny Gailey,
Project Co-ordinator
North Edinburgh Arts Centre,
15a Pennywell Court
Edinburgh, EH4 4TZ
Tel: +44 (0)131 315 2151
E-mail:johnny@northedinburgharts.co.uk
www.northedinburgharts.co.uk
elbowroom
Gallery of Modern Art, Glasgow
City Council, Cultural and Leisure
Services – Museums
Project leaders Project leader and
artist: Katie Bruce, Social Inclusion
Coordinator, GoMA
Artists: Janice Sharp, GoMA Learning
Assistant; Anne Elliot and Rachel Mimiec
Freelance artists: James Mclardy,
Belinda Guidi, Karen Vaughn,
Kathleen Little and Cassandra McGrogan
Participants Women and young people
suffering isolation and low self-esteem,
dealing with vulnerability and perceptions
of victimisation.
Funders Glasgow City Council; Scottish
Arts Council; North Glasgow Healthy
Living Partnership fundraised and
managed as part of the Labyrinth of
Life Event by the Red Road Women’s
Partnership
Contact Katie Bruce, Social Inclusion
Coordinator, GoMA, Glasgow City
Council, Cultural and Leisure Services –
Museums and Galleries,
Royal Exchange Square,
Glasgow, G1 3AH
Tel: +44 (0)141 287 3051
E-mail: katie.bruce@cls.glasgow.gov.uk
www.glasgowmuseums.com

Woodlands and Hazlewood
Schools Creative Links Commission
Arts Education Team Aberdeen City
Council, Learning and Leisure Service
Project leader Stephen Bird, ceramicist;
Fran Marquis Fowkes, Arts Tutor with
Aberdeen City Council (assisted
workshops); Rosy Long, Art and Design
teacher (supported Hazlewood School)
Participants The pupils of
Woodlands and Hazlewood Schools.
Funders Scottish Arts Council
Contact Louise Baxter
Cultural Co-ordinator (Visual Arts),
Arts Education Team
Aberdeen City Council Learning
and Leisure Service, Summerhill Centre,
Stronsay Drive,
Aberdeen, AB15 6JA
Tel: +44 (0)1224 346360
E-mail: Lbaxter@aberdeencity.gov.uk
www.aberdeencity.gov.uk
Drink: Just a Laugh?
Art South Edinburgh
Project leaders Art South Edinburgh;
Joanna Boyce (mural work); Yonnie
Fraser (scriptwriting and forum theatre);
Katherine Simpson (scriptwriting and
video production); Josh Christopherson
(graphics)
Participants Two groups of
young people from Liberton and
Gracemount High Schools.
Funders Edinburgh Community
Safety Partnership, South Edinburgh
Partnership, Lothian and Borders
Youth Action Team
Contact Michelle Sweeney
Arts Development Co-ordinator
c/o South East Edinburgh Community
Education Base, K2,
140 Lasswade Road,
Edinburgh EH16 6RT
Tel: +44 (0)131 664 5101
E-mail michelle.sweeney@
educ.edin.gov.uk

The Real Life Rock Opera Volume 1
The Travelling Gallery
Project leaders and Travelling Gallery
staff Curator, Alison Chrisholm;
Jo Arksey, Education Officer;
Vicky Konieczny; Gary Bell;
Artists: Ross Sinclair (exhibiting artist)
Ann McCluskey, Anne-Marie Watson,
Samantha Clark, Andrea Roe and Louise
Logan
Participants Schools, hospitals,
community centres, adults and children
with mental health problems and/or
learning difficulties, the general public.
Funders The Travelling Gallery is
supported by the City of Edinburgh
Council and is funded by the Scottish
Arts Council.
Contact Jo Arksey, Travelling Gallery
Education Officer, The Travelling Gallery
City Art Centre, 2 Market Street
Edinburgh EH1 1DE
Tel: +44 (0)131 529 3949
E-mail: jo.arksey@edinburgh.gov.uk
www.travellinggallery.com
multi-story
Street Level Photoworks
Project artists Iseult Timmermans
(photography workshops, exhibition
production and project co-ordination),
Lindsay Perth (multi-media workshops
and web design); Basharat Khan
(photography workshops)
Project partners YMCA Glasgow;
YMCA staff, Shirley Gillan and Lorna Allan
Participants Asylum seekers resident at
the YMCA Central Branch, Glasgow.
Funders The Atlas Partnership, the
Scottish Executive and Street Level’s own
core funds from the Scottish Arts Council
and Glasgow City Council.
Contact Iseult Timmermans
Projects Co-ordinator
Street Level Photoworks
26 King Street, Glasgow G1 5QP
Tel: +44 (0)141 552 2151
E-mail: info@sl-photoworks.
demon.co.uk
www.sl-photoworks.demon.co.uk
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Cheers
our many thanks
engage Scotland acknowledges the
generous support of partners who, with
enthusiasm and professionalism,
contributed to the enjoyable experience of
the engage Scotland Visual Arts Education
Awards 2005.
Thankyou to the National Programme for
Improving Mental Health and Well-being for
sponsorship of the 2005 Awards, to the
Scottish Arts Council for its ongoing
support, and to the National Galleries of
Scotland who kindly supported and hosted
the 2005 Awards.
Our thanks also to Patricia Ferguson MSP,
Minister for Tourism, Culture and Sport and
Lewis Macdonald MSP, Deputy Minister for
Health and Community Care for their
support and encouragement.
Thankyou to the 2005 engage Scotland
Visual Arts Awards selection panel: Paul
Ballantyne, Knowledge and Practice
Manager, Scottish Centre for Regeneration
within Communities Scotland; Geoff
Huggins, Head of Mental Health Division,
Scottish Executive Health Department;
Lesley Milne, Counsellor, Centre for the
Vulnerable Child; Brian Morton,
broadcaster, cultural commentator and MC
at the Awards; Sarah Munro, Director,
Collective Gallery; Helen O’Donoghue,
Senior Curator, Head of Education and
Community, Irish Museum of Modern Art;
Rachel Thibbotumunuwe, Education Coordinator, Ricochet Project, Stills Gallery;
and the panel’s Chair, Christopher Naylor,
Director, engage.
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engage Scotland also thanks Susan
Brown, Scottish Executive Education
Department, Cultural Policy Division; the
Scottish Arts Council’s Communications
Department; Paul Murray, Arts and Mental
Health Development Officer, Scottish Arts
Council; Peter Sandground, photographer
on the Awards day; the staff of the
National Galleries of Scotland;
the engage office staff; and the Awards
team: Yvonne Georgeson, Scottish
Executive Education Department, Cultural
Policy Division; Wendy Brock,
Communications Manager, National
Programme for Improving Mental Health
and Well-being; Gregor Henderson,
Director and Awards Presenter, National
Programme for Improving Mental Health
and Well-being; Helen Watson, Outreach
Officer, National Galleries of Scotland;
Wendy Grannon, Awards PR; David
Stewart, Audio Visual Technician,
National Galleries of Scotland; Lynn
Haxton, Inglis Allen; Elizabeth McLean,
Designer; Clare Watson, Awards
Co-ordinator; Rebecca Marr,
engage Scotland Co-ordinator.
Extra special thanks go to the gallery
educators, project leaders, artists and
participants of all the projects which
entered the engage Scotland Visual
Arts Education Awards 2005.
These Awards are about you.
www.engagescotland.org.uk
scotland@engage.org
central office
telephone +44 (0) 207 244 0110

